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To this end, we ask that you take
all reasonable precautions outside
of school. The protocols we have
developed for the school day hinge
upon everyone doing all they can
to mitigate the spread of COVID-19
when they are not at school. All of

us depend on one another for our

collective safety . From being cautious

about play dates and birthdays to

being judicious about participation in

outside-of-school activities , we thank

you for placing the needs of the

whole community first .

You can expect to hear from us with

some frequency leading up to the

start of school . There will be

additional details to unpack and work

through together . Most importantly ,

for now we want to thank you for your

continued partnership and share our

genuine excitement about being back

together again on Tuesday ,

September 8!

Most sincerely ,

Dear Families ,

The world has changed since we were

last together on campus in March. 

Recognizing this , we now seek to

balance our desire to reopen the

Friends Academy that we know and 

love with the reality of doing so in an

environment that asks all of us to

make important , and sometimes

uncomfortable , adjustments .

This document explores the steps
FA is taking to, within reason,
safely reopen our campus to all
students this fall. Despite the best

protocols and most responsible

preparations , no environment is

without risk. What follows then , are

our efforts to clearly articulate how

we can move forward together while

prioritizing the well-being of our

community and safeguarding FA 's

distinct culture.

A great independent school

education rests on the partnership

between home and school . This is

something for which FA is known ,

and it has always been true in terms

of working together to educate and

raise our children. In the midst of a

pandemic , our partnership is also

essential in terms of protecting the

health and well-being of our

extended community .
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MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD

B E N  K E N N E D Y
H E A D  O F  S C H O O L



Air Quality: We have had an independent air

quality evaluation done throughout campus

and have hired a company to improve the air

quality in underperforming areas .

Cleaning and Disinfecting: We have

cleaned and disinfected all areas of the

school and limited visitor access to campus

this summer .

Rearranging Classroom Spaces: We have

rearranged classroom spaces to comply with

the state guidelines that students need to be

at least 3 feet apart . In some instances we

will be installing plexiglass barriers to

provide extra protection .

In preparation for September , we have been cleaning

and rearranging spaces to comply with state and

federal guidelines for reopening schools . One of our

school nurses , Maura Reimer , works for the local Board

of Health , and she has been instrumental in helping us

understand and interpret these guidelines . We have

also been working closely with our partners at other

independent schools as well as the Association of

Independent Schools in New England .

Keeping Our
Community Safe
PREPAREDNESS  EFFORTS ,  NEW

POLIC IES  &  PROCEDURES ,  COVID - 19

AND  SICK  CHILD  GUIDEL INES ,  AND  

THE  ROLE  OF  FAMIL IES
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Preparedness  Efforts



We have established a daily and
nightly cleaning plan , which

entails frequently cleaning and

sanitizing high-traffic areas

(including restrooms , hallways ,

banisters , door knobs , and switches)

throughout the day and nightly

vacuuming and trash disposal . 

Students and faculty will continue

to be responsible for frequently
wiping down desk tops, furniture,
and classroom materials. Items

that cannot be easily cleaned (e .g .

pillows , stuffed animals , pretend

food and utensils) will be removed . 

Classrooms will be equipped with a

gallon-size container of Purell , as

well as soap and paper towels at

sinks (Lower School) so children do
not need to leave their classroom
to wash or sanitize their hands .

Children 's belongings will remain

with them in their classroom , stored

in cubbies (Lower School) or

backpacks (Middle School). Each

child must come to school with

their own school supplies in a

labeled container or bag . School
supplies should not be shared
with any other child.

Upon entering the building

each morning

Upon entering and exiting

their program space

Before and after eating

After sneezing , coughing , and

blowing their nose

After using the restroom

After using any shared

equipment like toys ,

computers , and keyboards

After administering

medication (no nebulizers

allowed)

After touching their face

mask/covering

Before exiting the building

each afternoon

Signs posted throughout campus

will remind students and

faculty/staff to wash their hands

and the proper way to do so . 

Everyone in the building will

wash their hands :
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New  Policies  & Procedures

To meet the new guidelines and better control our school environment , we will be

implementing the following policies and procedures . While some of these are very

different from how we normally operate , we are adapting to the current situation

to protect the health of students and faculty .

Cleaning & Hygiene

Hand Washing
Protocol



Carpools are permitted , but must be

registered with the office for

planning and tracing purposes . If a
child is not listed in a carpool,
they will not be permitted to ride
in the vehicle. We ask that all

vehicle occupants wear a mask

while in the carpool . 

The morning bus from Cape Cod

and Marion will operate under

enhanced safety measures ,

including mask wearing and

physical distancing .
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Visitor Policy

Transportation
Bubblers will be blocked off except

for the water bottle feature .

Children will not be permitted to

drink directly from the bubbler .

There will be no outside lunch or

school store snack offerings .

All student lunches should be able

to be eaten cold . There will be no

access to microwaves this year .

Students must be able to open their

own lunch containers .

Food and Drink

Parents, visitors, and outside vendors will not be allowed into the building.
Only students and faculty/staff will be allowed to enter the building. 

Mask Usage All students, faculty, and staff members will need
to wear a mask indoors at all times. Students will

get at least two masks breaks each day , with

additional mask breaks for the youngest children .

Additionally , all students will need to wear a mask
during arrival and dismissal every day.

Families are required to supply a clean mask for
their child every day. Should a child or faculty/staff

member enter campus without a mask , we will

provide them with a spare one .

Any parent who needs to drop an

item off to their child will need to

contact the school . When they

arrive , they will stay in their vehicle

and call the office for a staff

member to come retrieve the item .

There will be no field trips ,

interscholastic sports , enrichment

programs , All-School Meeting and

assemblies , extracurricular activities

(i .e . plays , concerts , dances), Outside

the Classroom trips , or Encompass

Program activities .



A fever of 100.0°F or greater
Diarrhea or nausea/vomiting
Shortness of breath
Body aches/pains or chills
Complaining of stomach pains
Loss of smell or taste
Cough/congestion
Headache (accompanied by another symptom)
Sore/Strep throat
Pink eye 
Any other illness

If your child is showing any symptoms of illness , please notify

the school nurse at (508) 641-7710 to discuss their symptoms and

determine if they are well enough to come to school .

Children must stay home if they have:

They can return to school once they have been symptom-free 

for 48 hours , received a doctor ’s note or negative results from a

COVID-19 test , or been treated with antibiotics for 24 hours

(strep throat and pink eye).

We have been working with the local board of health , CDC , and disease experts on

the protocol to follow should someone in our community be diagnosed with or

show symptoms of COVID-19 . Our school nurses, Maura Reimer and Maureen
Benjamin, will be the designated staff members responsible for all COVID-19
and illness-related concerns. If neither of them is available , the backups are Ben

Kennedy , Head of School , and Katherine Furtado , Chief Financial Officer .

Per CDC requirements , there will be two nurse ’s offices : one for children to visit if

they feel ill , and a second to isolate sick children to wait until a parent/guardian

can pick them up . Nurses will be equipped with personal protective equipment

(PPE), and any maintenance member that needs to clean up after a sick child will

also be equipped with PPE .
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COVID-19  and  Sick  Child  Guidelines

When Should My Child Stay Home?
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What Happens if COVID-19 Is Detected 
in the Friends Community?

The school nurses will be notified of the person 's name . If the person is on

campus , they will be isolated to the alternate nurse ’s office . The person will be

instructed to leave campus as soon as possible and be tested for COVID-19 .

They will not be permitted to return to campus until they have received a

negative COVID-19 test or supply a doctor 's note stating such .

The Head of School will notify the school community of a symptomatic/

diagnosed person within the community (without violating HIPAA rules). The

school nurse will also notify the local board of health of the diagnosis .

The students and faculty/staff (including classmates , siblings , and carpool

members) who have been in close contact with anyone who tests positive will

be identified , contacted , and instructed to self-isolate for the next 14 days . They

are recommended to get a COVID-19 test , but it is not required unless they

become symptomatic . These students would continue their learning virtually

for the remainder of the self-isolation period .

The space that the symptomatic and/or diagnosed person was in , as well as the

alternate nurse ’s office , will be closed off for the next 24 hours , and then

thoroughly cleaned before it is used again .

If a child, family member, and/or faculty/staff member is symptomatic and/or
diagnosed with COVID-19, we will follow this procedure:

Symptomatic
Family Members

If a family member of a student and/or

faculty/staff member has been

symptomatic and/or diagnosed with

COVID-19 , the family should notify the

school nurse . The student and/or

faculty/staff member should stay home

and self-isolate for the next 14 days if

they have been in direct contact with

that person in the past week .

Travel Outside of
Massachusetts

If you travel outside of Massachusetts

(other than the exempt areas currently

designated by the state), please notify

the school nurse of your travels and

self-quarantine for 14 days after you

return home per state instruction . 

(Visit mass.gov for the latest travel
advisories.)



The home and school partnership is vital to keep our

community safe and healthy . Families , students , and

faculty/staff need to take responsibility for their

family ’s health and keep the interest of the greater

school community in mind when making decisions

in their personal lives . We ask that families
continue to follow the latest local and state
health guidelines for COVID-19 prevention.

Prior to the start of school , we encourage you to
talk through these changes with your child so
they are prepared for the new year. School will

look different this year , and we want all of our

students to feel safe and comfortable in their

classes . Let your child know that the goal of these

new policies and procedures is to keep everyone

healthy and allow us to return to school in person .

Summer is also the time to practice health
measures like mask wearing and proper hand
hygiene.

Policies , conditions , and expectations for the coming

year could continue to change up until the start of

school and beyond . Flexibility , communication ,

understanding , and transparency will be important

to make this upcoming school year successful .

Friends Academy will continue to share new

information as we receive it and approach all

discussions with care and transparency .
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The  Role  of  Families



An important requirement for schools to reopen is to

limit the interaction of individuals , which can minimize

the spread of COVID-19 . To accomplish this , Friends
Academy will treat each grade as a static “pod” of
students with 3-5 teachers assigned to them. We

anticipate keeping this structure for the entire school

year to provide a stable and safe environment for all . 

Each pod will be assigned to a designated space in the

building (see building maps on page 12). Pods will be

kept physically separate from one another inside as

well as outdoors . Students within each pod will interact

socially within their grade level while following state

guidelines for safety .

Another benefit of structuring the school in pods is the

ability to efficiently move between in-person lessons

and distance learning . Pods will have specials

integrated into their schedule and the proper

technology in place while students are on campus , so if

a pod needs to remain home for any reason , it can

quickly transition to distance learning .

Transitioning
to pods &
Teaching Teams
GRADE -LEVEL  PODS ,  TEACHING  TEAMS ,

AND  BUILDING  MAPS  OF  POD

LOCATIONS
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Grade-Level  Pods



1 1

Teaching  Teams

Each pod will have a consistent team of 3-5 teachers ,

including specialists . Teaching in teams will provide

students with built-in support and faculty with the

personnel necessary for breaks and planning periods .

Specialists will be embedded within teaching
teams, providing each pod with a trimester of a
special such as art, music, and drama. During each

trimester (the opening of school to Winter Break ,

Winter Break to Spring Break , and Spring Break to

the close of school), students will receive more

frequent instruction in their assigned special . The

specialist will be part of the pod planning team and

look for ways to thoughtfully integrate their

curriculum with core subject areas . At the beginning

of each new trimester , specialists will rotate to a

different pod after the 14-day break . 

Language instruction normally requires teachers to

cross grades as well . We are exploring an online tool

that will allow students to pursue Spanish and Latin

both asynchronously through a high-quality guided

online program and synchronously through year-long

virtual classes with a language teacher on campus .



Building  Maps  of  Pod  Locations
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Upper Level:

Main Level:

Lower Level:

Grade 4

Grade 6

Kindergarten

Grade 1

Grade 3

Stites Building

Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 2

Library

Grade 5

Stites Building

Commons

Gym

Not pictured: The Farmhouse, where all Early
Childhood Program students will be located.



Friends Academy will publish detailed procedures
for arrival and dismissal in advance of the start of
school. This protocol will show where students will be

dropped off and what entrances students will use to

access their pods during arrival . For dismissal , we will

explain the new protocol for how children will depart

campus during the car line .

In order to provide the safest school environment for

everyone , only students and faculty/staff will be

permitted in the building this year . This means
parents and family members will not be able to
come into school to drop off or pick up children. We

recognize that this shift is more than a change of

policy ; it is a change of culture . While limiting access to

indoor spaces is necessary to protect the health of our

community , Friends Academy is as committed as ever

to partnering with families so you feel comfortable and

informed about your child ’s school experience .

Flow of the Day
ARRIVAL  AND  DISMISSAL ,  THE  SCHOOL

DAY ,  AND  THE  AFTER -SCHOOL

PROGRAM
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Arrival  and  Dismissal

In constructing the school day under this “new normal ,”

we seek to balance routine and safety . Where possible ,

we ’ve kept familiar systems and structures in place . In

other situations , we have made adjustments to provide

the safest environment possible for our students ,

families , and faculty/staff .
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The  School  Day

The school day will run from 8:05 a.m. to 3:05
p.m. every day. This is a change from previous years ,

when school dismissed an hour early on Wednesday

afternoons for faculty meetings . Students who arrive

before the start of the school day (between 7 :30-8 :05

a .m .) will immediately go to their pods and not mix

with students from other grades .

Although this year will see many changes , much of

the school day that your child is already familiar with

will remain . The day will begin with morning

meetings (Lower School) and advisories (Middle

School), which help everyone settle into the day and

support students ’ well-being . The structure of the

periods within each day will also stay similar to last

year . Each grade level will build in familiar routines

and periods , such as choice time in Lower School

and flex periods in Middle School .

To allow for mask breaks and fresh air , every pod will

spend ample time outside for recess , PE , and

outdoor classes using our campus ’ new covered

spaces . Families should make sure their child is
prepared each day to be outdoors in that day’s
weather conditions.

After-School  Program

In normal years , the After-School Program is a vital

source of support for our students and families , and

we had originally planned to continue to provide

that support this year even with reduced hours .

However , based on the results of our parent survey ,

it ’s clear that there is not enough demand for after-

school care to run the program under this year ’s

conditions . Eliminating the After-School Program

will also reduce the burden on our faculty so they

can focus on delivering curriculum .



Younger students in Early Childhood through
third grade would regularly video conference in

small groups and receive daily activities through

their classroom websites .

Older students in grades 4-8 would use Google

Calendar , Google Classroom , and Blackbaud to keep

track of live classes and assignments . 

Our priority would be to support the emotional well-

being of students by connecting through structures

like morning meeting and advisory .

During distance learning , all live calls would be

scheduled during the day , while schoolwork could

take place on a schedule that works for each family .

Faculty and division heads would offer support as

needed through email , video conferences , and

virtual study hall opportunities .

While we are eager to be together on campus , we are

planning for the possibility that certain classes or the

entire school could have to transition to distance

learning for some period of time due to quarantine or

state requirements . 

If that happens, we are once again prepared to offer
a combination of synchronous live classes on
Google Meet and asynchronous assignments.
Teaching teams would organize and monitor student

progress until we could be back on campus .

We are currently developing two schedules : an on-

campus schedule and a distance learning schedule .

That way , we can make a relatively seamless transition

from one to the other as needed .

CONTINGENCY  PLAN ,  BLACKBAUD ,  

AND  LEARNING  FROM  HOME  WHILE

CAMPUS  IS  OPEN

Distance Learning
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Blackbaud

An important tool in our distance learning planning

is Blackbaud , our new learning management system .

Blackbaud will provide a central place for class

resources , forms , grades , announcements , and other

pertinent information . Please follow the
instructions emailed to you in August to set up
your Blackbaud account.

School  From  Home

While  Campus  Is  Open

We will have a few students who can ’t be on campus  

when it reopens . Students who choose the School

from Home option will be overseen by a dedicated

instructor , who will check in daily via live video calls ,

supplement the curriculum of students ’ on-campus

teachers , and provide social , emotional , and

academic support for students at home .

For grades 4 and up , students at home will

participate in their classes through Google

Classroom assignments and video conferencing . We

will live stream limited classes and/or record the

most important lessons each week to share with

students who need to stay at home . However , most

learning in these conditions will happen

asynchronously .

For younger students in grades 3 and lower , an

individual plan will be made and overseen by the

Head of Lower School , including materials and

activities from grade-level teaching teams .

Please notify your child’s division head as soon as
possible if your student may have to learn from
home this fall.



The start of school is traditionally preceded by student

orientation and open classrooms , which allow students

and families to visit classrooms , meet teachers , and get

to know the spaces they will be sharing for the next

year . Although those events may not be able to take

place as normal this year , we will be sure to provide
resources throughout the summer to help families
and students transition back to school , including
glimpses into the classroom spaces and conversations

around what to expect .

Maintaining
School Culture
PREPARING  FOR  THE  SCHOOL  YEAR ,

MEETINGS  AND  GATHERINGS ,

PROFESSIONAL  DEVELOPMENT  DAYS ,

USING  THE  OUTDOORS ,  L IBRARY  AND

P .E . ,  AND  COMMUNICATION  BETWEEN

SCHOOL  AND  HOME
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Preparing  for  the  

School  Year

Now more than ever , our goal is to create a caring

school community and support students ’ well-being

and social-emotional needs . Community is a

foundational component of Friends Academy , and that

won ’t change even as we restructure our school to

follow safe distancing guidelines . We will continue to

intentionally create healthy relationships with our

neighbors , both inside and out of our grade-level pods .



Once school begins , we will take time during morning meetings and advisories as

we do each year to build relationships and routines so students feel safe and

supported . These daily grade-level gatherings will continue to be an important

part of our schedule to help students gain social skills and encourage them to

identify their needs , care for each other , and build community within each pod .

All-School Meeting is traditionally a time for the entire school to gather and share

their experiences . Unfortunately , we will not be able to hold our traditional All-

School Meeting in person this year . We will look for alternative ways to recognize

this shared community time , including virtual meetings and presentations for the

entire school to watch and participate in from their own pods .
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Meetings  and  Gatherings

Tuesday, October 13

Monday, November 30

Tuesday, January 19

Tuesday, February 16

Tuesday, April 20

Monday, May 17

2020-21
Professional
Development Days

Professional  Development  Days

At Friends , we constantly strive to

better serve our students . In previous

years , faculty took dedicated time

after early dismissal on Wednesday

afternoons to meet as teams and an

entire staff for professional

development . This year, we've made
the decision to dismiss school at
3:05 p.m. every day : an effort to

maintain consistency and reduce

families ' need for after-school care on

these days .

In exchange for these Wednesday

afternoon faculty meetings , we will
take additional professional
development days throughout the
year for faculty and staff to gather

virtually and work on professional

growth . Students will have no
school on these dates.



Friends Academy ’s 65-acre campus

plays a key role in student learning .

That will be more important than ever

this year as we continue social

distancing . Being outside in well-

ventilated spaces promotes physical ,

mental , and emotional health for our

entire community . Time outdoors will

also allow for safe mask and

movement breaks for all students

throughout the day .

Some school days will take place

mostly outdoors , while other days will

be a mix of indoor and outdoor

learning . Each day will include at least

some outdoor time for mask breaks

and fresh air . Families should make
sure their child is prepared each day
to be outdoors in that day’s weather
conditions..

New Covered Outdoor Spaces

Thanks to the generosity of donors ,  we are now building three covered
outdoor spaces: a large pavilion at the bottom of the Farmhouse field
(inset illustration, below) and two wings on the outdoor program’s gear
shed (background illustration) . 

Each covered space will be large enough to hold a class and provide protection

from the sun ,  rain ,  snow ,  and cold .  These new spaces ,  in addition to the many

established learning spaces throughout campus ,  will allow outdoor learning to

take place throughout the school year .
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Using  the  Outdoors

Right: Farmhouse field
pavilion illustration
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Library

The library will remain a community space this
year, with only one grade-level pod visiting the
library per day at a scheduled time , with cleanings

in between . Librarian Jeanne McCullough will work

closely with classroom teachers to provide books ,

lessons , and resources that support students ’

learning and interests .

The library is undergoing improvements this

summer , including new classroom and lounge areas

which students will be able to enjoy while adhering

to safe distancing guidelines .

P .E .  and  Athletics

Physical education will be offered outdoors by

grade-level pod throughout the school year to help

support cooperation , team building , and physical

well-being . Although we will not offer interscholastic

sports this fall or winter , we will create intramural
opportunities for student athletes within grade-
level pods to provide opportunities for social

connection , skill development , and school spirit ,

Communication

Clear and open communication will be more

important than ever this year . Classroom websites

and newsletters (Lower School), Google Classrooms

(Middle School), the weekly Heads Up email , and

Blackbaud will be our main methods of

communication to inform families about what is

happening at school .

We will continue to reflect on and adjust our

communication based on feedback from families ,

faculty , and students so everyone feels informed and

connected , even when we are physically separated .



We are committed to being in school on campus full

time starting September 8 . We need to work together

and understand this school year will be different in

some aspects , and that flexibility , communication , and

understanding will be key to keeping our community

strong and healthy . 

Should we need to move to distance learning for
any period of time in the coming year, Friends
Academy will not discount or refund any portion of
families’ remaining tuition balance. The reason for

this is simple : our faculty and staff , whose salaries are

paid by tuition . Their hard work on behalf of our

students does not lessen whether we are on campus or

not . Distance learning also requires us to make heavy

investments in technology to support at-home lessons .

If your family has any financial hardships that arise in

the coming year , please reach out to Katherine Furtado

in the Business Office .

Tuition &
Finances
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If you have any questions , comments , or concerns

about any of the information in this document , please

don 't hesitate to reach out to us .

Ben Kennedy
Head of School

bkennedy@friendsacademy1810 .org

Jamie Ross-Cory
Head of Lower School

jross-cory@friendsacademy1810 .org

Susan Yao
Head of Middle School

syao@friendsacademy1810 .org

Laura Velazquez
Director of the Sally Borden Program

lvelazquez@friendsacademy1810 .org

Katherine Furtado
Chief Financial Officer

kfurtado@friendsacademy1810 .org

Maura Reimer
School Nurse

mreimer@friendsacdemy1810 .org

Contact
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